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The study of the Rolentgen ray and its usage 
may be considered new in the nursing world, 
but it is a lusty infant, and like every other, 
it requires time 6or development. When the 
discowxiea of Roentgen, Becquerel, and Curie 
were first put #into practical application by the 
medical profession, they were considered rather 
dangerous and i t  was thought that the Roent- 
genologist wxdd never conslent to the assist- 
ance od a nurse ; instead, there is, today, a vast 
field #open to nurses who care to! devote their 
time and study to this science. 

The Roentgen ray has been, in the past few 
years, so studied and simplified by our expert 
scienrists and Roentgenologists, that it proves 
to1 have .untodd value for the medical! profes- 
sion in the diagnosis and treatment of disease. 
Each day there its a greater d3emand for its 
usage, and lilie every other branch of the 
nursling profeslsion, we cannot meet the 
demands 9 or k e n  tgenographic technicians. 

The purpose $of this arfiicle is not tot tell the 
mechanism of X-ray apparatus, but to1 prasent 
an idea of what is expected of a nurse 
technician. 

In Roentgenagraphic work, we deal with 
physics, chemistry, and mechanicall processes. 
There are a few simple laws, governing t h e  
physics of X-lay, that are ksseutial for the 
nurses to, know, such as the laws governing 
control, voltage, spark gap, exposure, millli- 
amperes, &c. Those who possless mechankal 
abilit37, may consider themslelves most 
fortunate. The theory of sbadow formatioln 
is  very important and1 as the roentgendogist 
depends entirely upon the sthadow formation in 
making a diagnostic readling, a nurse must 
familiarise herself with the normal slhadows and 
their relation to each other, in their normal 
position, under normal conditioas, or she 
will net be qualified1 to make a satisfaatory 
plate. Thus the positioning of the  object, the 
plate, and the  t u k ,  is a matter of elementary 
importance. T h e  theory is that the image is 
made on  the plate by the ,rays, passing per- 
pendicularly from t h e  tube through the object 
to1 the plate, in tthk tniormal position. Foir 
instance, i% the patient cannot assume the 
normal positioa for picturing a certain object, 
then the plate and tube should be SO positioned 
that the rays w d d  pass perpendiculagly. 

The next procedure considered is the 
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technique o?T the dark room, There a re  three 
main things to1 be observed1 : proper lighting, 
prevention of contamination, and caneful 
manipulation. Doubtless only a felw of us 
realise how bdicate this work its, and what 
perfect technique should be used1 in handling 
and developing X-ray films. The slightest 
attempt to1 dold an Eastman Dupli-tized X-ray 
fh will produce a shadow when i t  Fs9 developed, 
and this may prevent other shadows of impmt- 
ance from being detected by the intelrpreter of 
the film. 

A standard formula should be used for 
mixing the developing soilutions. The solutions 
are kept a t  a standard temperature and thtere is 
uniform exposure olf the film, giving it the ac- 
ourate time of exposure. 

The technician soon coiitrokj the time of ex- 
posure of thle film to the solutioas by thle 
time of eixposure af the ray to the plate. The 
time of the $exposure 0% the ray to tbe plate is  
coatrollad by the density oE the object oE which 
the image is tot be made. 

The technician should always bear in mind 
that the developing of X-ray films! isl a chemical 
process and should ble handled with the greatest 
care. One of the most interesting features 
of this work is the gastro-intestinal examina- 
stion, with the fluoroscope, watching the 
progress of the barium o r  bismuth meal 
throughout the entire intestind t,ract. The 
general routine for this is to give rhe patient 
the barium meal a t  8.30 in the moirning, after 
which examination of the cesopbagus ancl 
stomach is made, having the patient return for a 
six-hour reading, and on the following morning, 
far a twenty-four hour readling. At this time, 
the patient is given a barium and 'buttermill\: 
enema, af one quart, and is placed in the dorsal 
position, so one can follow the shadow of the 
sohition through the rectum, sigmoid, dascend- 
iiig cokm, *transverse cdoa,  ascending colon, 
and filling the caecum, in this way detecting 
any filling delfect that  may exist. Since my 
observation obf the Roentgen rays, I have faded 
to see the distinction between a high1 and IOW 
colonic irrigation, which the  former student 
nurses were relcluired to1 leani. Thc study of 
the Roentgen ray, its mechanism, and valule in 
Rolentgen diagnosis ancl Roentgenotherapy 
certainly prove it to1 be one of the most interest- 
ing scientific fieldis, open to the' nursing. 
pmfeission at  present. 

We commend this article to rhe attention of 
British nurses who desbe to adventure into a 
new field of study and work. 
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